Intimate Sexual Relationships May Never Be the Same
Do you ever truly know who the person is that shares the bed with you? What are
they capable of? The release of Murder of Sex by Geoffrey M. Gluckman, author of
the award-winning thriller Deadly Exchange, may forever alter intimate relationships
between men and women.
February 27, 2013 (FPRC) -- San Francisco, CA - The release of Murder of Sex by Geoffrey M.
Gluckman (www.geoffgluckman.com), author of the award-winning thriller Deadly Exchange, brings
an incendiary tale of lust, passion, love, betrayal, and loss into easy reach of anyone. Murder of Sex
(www.facebook.com/murderofsex) may not only change how you view the world of sex, dating, and
intimate relationships, but how you view the origins of mankind.
When Dr. Josh Flagon, a professor of literature at a moderate sized liberal arts Nevada university, is
drawn to an irresistible co-ed, Rebecca Reaper, little does he know it will take him on a lustful,
passionate, life-changing ride. It will also jeopardize all that he values, his career, and all that he
seeks freedom.
While teaching classes and writing, Flagon uncovers a secret that boils beneath his cool, scholarly
veneer. Rebecca, a brilliant student and sensual siren, reveals that mystery and much more to the
professor through their passionate tryst. But at what price? Is it worth killing for?
In a haunting tale that weaves the literary with street smarts, passion with desolation, imprisonment
with emancipation, and the desires of mankind with its origins, there thrives something to savor for
every adult who has entered the intimate relationship arena and sought deeper answers to life's
questions.
- 30 About Geoffrey M. Gluckman
He is currently revising the sequel to Deadly Exchange. He has been a featured author for various
literary events, such as Nature of Words, and the Foothill College Author Series. For 2011 and
2012, he acted as a second level judge in the Maryland Writer's Association Novel Contest (Great
Beginnings), critiquing entries for fiction selection.
Contact:
Geoffrey M. Gluckman
831-325-5386 (mob) or 877-778-6793 (877-7STORY3)
deadlyexchange@gmail.com
www.geoffgluckman.com
www.facebook.com/murderofsex
www.facebook.com/deadlyexchange
Twitter: @deadlyexchange
ISBN: 978-1-62646-302-8
ISBN (e-versions): (to be released in 2 weeks for iPad, Kindle, Nook)
Available for $15.95 from any fine bookstore, or online: www.amazon.com. www.bn.com
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Contact Information
For more information contact Geoffrey M. Gluckman of geoffreymgluckman
(http://www.geoffgluckman.com)
831-325-5386
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